























culturally"dependent"experiences"that"are"inaccessible"to"others”"(Kövecses"2006)."For"this"reason,"the"conceptualization"of"particular"pairings"of"DIMENSION"and"EMOTION"is"expected"to"be"cultureOspecific"as" well." " In" this" presentation," I" illustrate" these" conceptual" links" in" relation" to" primary" metaphors."According" to"my" own" data," some" common" primary"metaphors" are" observed" in" the" associations" for"general" dimensional" adjectives" such" as" big" and" small:" SIGNIFICANT" IS" BIG" (c.f." Lakoff" and" Johnson"1980),"whereas"specific"dimensional"adjectives" in"the"categories"of" thickness"and"width"are"used"for"languageOspecific" primary" metaphors:" for" instance," TRUST" IS" THICK" is" found" in" Japanese" while" no"corresponding"primary"metaphors"are"found"in"Swedish,"and"KIND"IS"WIDE"is"found"in"Japanese"while"WISE"IS"WIDE"is"found"in"both"languages."""









)Metonymy" is" a" wellOknown" cognitive" mechanism" of" pragmatic" inferencing," semantic" change" and"polysemy" (e.g." Panther" &" Radden" 1999;" Panther" &" Thornburg" 2003)." Subjectification" and"intersubjectification" play" a" central" role" in" cognitiveOfunctional" approaches" to" semantic" change" and"
